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NORWAY  -  NORGE 

Oslo-capital of Norway Bergen 



Norway 
Kingdom of Norway 

King of Norway is Harald V and Queen 
Sonja 

Population 5 017 518 

Official Language Norwegian language 

17.may national day 

Anthem ” Ja, vi elsker dette landet” 
(”Yes, we love this country”) 

Not a part of EU, but EEA 

2% of the population are ethnic 
minority, Sami 

 



National costume-bunad 

 

 
In Norway there are 
different national 
costumes and it can tell 
were your family comes 
from. You should have a 
connection to the city or 
area for the origin of the 
bunad . 



Natural resources 

 

Norway has always 
exploited natural 
resources. Previously, the 
forestry and recovery of 
copper and silver as the 
main industry. The 
Norwegian oil adventure 
began in 1969, in the 
North Sea. Petroleum 
activities have contributed 
to the economic growth in 
Norway, and to the 
financing of the welfare 
state. 



 

 

FRILUFTSLIV 

 

 
Norwegians are a nature loving people and 

friluftsliv (outdoor lifestyle) is an important way of 

living. 

Allemannsretten (”general right of public access” ) 

allows everyone access to the land, even private 

property. 



 
 
 
 
View from Galdhøpiggen 2469m 
 

The higest mountain in Norway. It is located in Jotunheimen national 
park.  



Nærøyfjorden  

• Norway is well 
known for many 

fjords and waterfalls. 



BERGEN 

• Bergen is located at 
the west coast of 
Norway and is the 
second-largest city 
with a population of 
267 000. 

• The city is build 
around The seven 
mountains 



• The city center is facing 
the fjord of Byfjorden. 

• Bergen has one of the 
ports in the North Sea. 

• Bryggen, quay in the 
middle of our town is a 
World Heritage Site 

 

 



KIDSA 
Øvsttun 

In our kindergarden there 

are 86 children and 22 

employees. 

The kindergarden is 

located 12.5km south of 

the citycenter 



KIDSA Øvsttun – Friluftsliv 
Guide to the good life under the open sky 

KIDSA Øvsttun has a long tradition of outdoor activities. Many 

years of focusing on what we do with children in nature and why 

we do it leads to a competent and committed personnel group. 

We are supervisor in friluftsliv and give each child awareness 

and knowledge of nature and the local community by taking part 

in the children's imagination, curiosity and playfulness.  

 

In Kidsa Øvsttun we want to give children varied experiences in 

friluftsliv from the start in kindergarten when they are one year 

untill the end at six when they start school. 



Totland 

6 km from the 

kindergarten, we 

have a site we visit 

a lot. We go by bus 

from kindergarten 

and is out all day. 

We cook on the 

campfire and play 

and discover in 

nature. 

  



Play with nature 





Winter 



cross country 
skiing  



ice skating 



Camp by the 
seaside 





Whittling and 
sawing and at the 
end of 
kindergarten year, 
children make 
their own knife. 



Use our senses 

Worms Dung beetle 



Preparing an 
exhibition 



Carneval is fun 
Self-made costumes 



Easter in the woods 



Thank you for your attention. 

We hope that this presentation have given you 

some exiting information about our country and 

kindergarden. 

 

Anne Elin Teigland  

Elin Haugsvær Gravdal 
www.kidsabarnehager.no 

anne.teigland@kidsabarnehager.no 

elin.gravdal@gmail.com  
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